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SUMMARY

A detailed topographic survey of the gardens surrounding Allan Bank, Grasmere, Lake
District (NY 3325 0770 centred) was undertaken in January 2012 by Oxford Archaeology
North (OA North) on behalf of The National Trust. The project comprised a rapid desk-
based study followed by a detailed survey of the c 4.6 hectare gardens. The work was
completed in advance of remedial works to be undertaken before the gardens are opened to
the public.

The extant remains comprise three separate garden areas: a large wilderness garden; a
walled kitchen garden; and formal gardens adjacent to the house. The survey identified, and
recorded, a total of 109 archaeological features and/or garden components.  Elements in the
wilderness garden consist of a series of sinuous pathways with rustic flights of steps
constructed of stone slabs. There are four/five garden seats located at strategic spots within
the garden which variously had panoramic views looking north-west onto Helm Crag,
south-east to Grasmere lake and east towards the house, although many of these vistas are
now obscured with mature trees. Water was managed in the garden, with a reservoir that
probably served the house and an underground pipe followed the footpath towards the
house and ran through an elaborate stone-vaulted tunnel. Streams have been canalised and
one stream passes over a craggy waterfall and has a small pool beneath. There is also a
small well within rustic stone retaining walls. Features pre-dating the construction of the
wilderness garden include charcoal burning platforms and two sections of relict boundary
walls.

The kitchen garden has a large slate-topped unheated fruit wall on the northern side, which
would have masked the garden from the house. The garden was laid out into quarters by
slate-edged pathways and in the centre are the remains of a stone circular structure that may
have functioned as a formal focal platform. There is a slate-roofed garden shed, a ruined
twentieth century greenhouse, water troughs, a compost heap and a French drain that
drained water away from the waterfall in the wilderness garden.

The formal pleasure gardens form a discrete area running around the house and extend to
the kitchen garden; its elements consist of driveways, a dwarf-kitchen garden terrace,
containing rectangular flowerbeds, and a sundial. The west, south and east sides of the
house have stone-lined flowerbeds and stone-hewn flower boxes. On the west side of the
house is a small garden lawn with relict beds/pathways evident. It is enclosed on the west
side by a sinuous retaining wall constructed of cyclopean boulders and there is a large
rockery constructed of quartz stones. Land to the south of the garden has been
landscaped/terraced but its function is unclear. The formal gardens are skirted on the west
side by a curvilinear gravelled trackway that runs towards the kitchen garden.

To the east of the house is a gravelled drive adjacent to the main house entrance, grass-
covered tennis courts and a stone outcrop with rock art motifs. On the north side of the
house there are the remains of two external buildings, an elaborately decorated chapel or
billiard room and the ruins of a small garage or coach house.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

1.1 CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE PROJECT

1.1.1 Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) was invited by The National Trust to
undertake a detailed topographic survey of the gardens surrounding Allan Bank,
Grasmere, Lake District (Fig 1; NY 3325 0770: approximate centre). A project
design was issued by OA North (Appendix 1) in response to a verbal brief from The
National Trust. The survey was commissioned to identify, record, and provide an
outline plan of any archaeological sites and extant features associated with the
gardens, as a precursor to undertaking a process of detailed garden analysis. A
detailed field survey was employed in order to identify and describe the sites within
the c 4.6 ha garden.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

1.2.1 Management Aims: there are three components to the pleasure grounds; a formal
garden around Allan Bank house, a semi-walled kitchen garden and an area of
wooded, craggy enhanced wilderness, which was afforded paths and steps to allow
visitors to enjoy the delights of the tamed wild beauty of the Grasmere valley. The
pleasure grounds were only intended for the private enjoyment of the occupiers and
their families and many of the routes do not fulfil the stringent health and safety
requirements necessary for the gardens to be opened to the public. It is therefore
inevitable that some improvements of the paths features will be  necessary to make
the site safe, and this will have some impact upon the historic fabric.

1.2.2 The garden survey was required to inform the improvements and consolidation of
the pleasure grounds, to highlight the man-made features, to allow the preservation
and selective restoration of garden features, and to provide a mitigative record of the
gardens in advance of their restoration.
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2.  METHODOLOGY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 The work programme was divided into three elements: rapid desk-based research;
detailed field survey; and reporting. The survey area was defined as the garden
within The National Trust landholdings at Allen Bank, some c 4.6 hectares in extent
(Fig 1).

2.2 RAPID DESK-BASED RESEARCH

2.2.1 Documentary and cartographic material: a very basic documentary study was
undertaken to provide appropriate historic mapping necessary to inform the survey.
Early cartographic evidence was identified that had the potential to inform the
development of the gardens and pleasure grounds. The documentary study entailed a
search of photographs, topographic prints and estate maps, and published
documentary sources. The work involved the retrieval of information from the
following repositories: Lake District National Park Historic Environment Record
(HER), Cumbria County Record Office, Kendal, The National Trust property
archives and the OA North library.

2.3 LEVEL 2 - DETAILED TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF ALLAN BANK GARDENS

2.3.1 The Allan Bank gardens are covered with trees, which presently restrict any aerial
photographic based recording, and GPS techniques. The survey of archaeological
features was primarily undertaken using total station recording techniques to record
the garden. The survey was undertaken as an enhanced Level-2 type survey (English
Heritage 2007) and involved four elements: Reconnaissance; Mapping; Description;
and Photography.

2.3.2 LiDAR data at 1m resolution was available and was used to provide detailed
contour data across the survey area to provide an appropriate topographic context,
but did not have sufficient resolution to be able to highlight the archaeological
features, as any subtle earthwork features were overshadowed by the extreme
character of the topography.

2.3.3 Reconnaissance: the reconnaissance consists of close field walking, varying from
10m to 20m line intervals dependent on visibility and safety considerations. The
survey aimed to identify, locate and record archaeological features on the ground.
All sites identified from the HER and historic Ordnance Survey maps were
investigated.

2.3.4 Control: the survey control was established by closed traverse using a Leica TC805
total station, and was located using the Leica 1200 differential GPS. The 1200 series
GPS obtains corrections from Ordnance Survey GPS base stations, which are
transmitted by mobile phone, and as long as there is a mobile phone signal at the
point of survey can provide real time accuracies of +- 0.03m, in actuality it proved
possible to achieve 0.03m accuracies from the GPS fix, although this entailed setting
up on each survey station for between 15 and 30 minutes.. The location of the
survey base line was completed using the GPS and the closed traverse was
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established with respect to these primary control points. Height control was
established by the same process.

2.3.5 Detail Total Station Survey: while the GPS can be used for control, where stations
were deliberately sited on high points with an unrestricted view of the sky, it was
found to be unreliable and to all intents and purposes unworkable for undertaking
the detailed survey. Instead, the detailed recording was undertaken by total station
survey with accuracy to +- 0.006m. The total station survey was generated by EDM
tacheometry using a total station linked to a pen computer running TheoLT
software. The digital data was transferred onto the pen computer for manipulation
and transfer to other digital or hard mediums.

2.3.6 Drawing Up: the raw data from the total station and LiDAR was combined within a
CAD system, and plots were generated to enable the drawing up of the sites within
the field. The archaeological detail was drawn up in the field as a dimensioned
drawing on the plots with respect to survey markers. On completion of the field
survey the drawings were enhanced within a CAD environment to produce the final
drawings.

2.3.7 The survey recorded all pertinent archaeological detail, including all the footpaths,
tunnels, waterfalls and designed features, and also included a limited number of
charcoal burning platforms that have been identified. The results of the survey were
superimposed upon both modern and historic OS mapping and the LiDAR contour
data.

2.3.8 Photography: in conjunction with the archaeological survey a photographic archive
was generated, which recorded significant features, as well as aspects of the general
landscapes and recorded all principal vistas. This photographic archive was
maintained using a digital SLR camera with 10 mega pixel resolution. The use of a
digital camera provides very effective manipulation of photographic images, and the
photographs were used within the gazetteer in the report (Section 4).

2.3.9 Site Description and Assessment: a descriptive record of each of the individual
elements and monuments that make up the wider site was created. The data was
directly input on site into a palm computer and was incorporated into an Access 97
compatible database that was backed up daily onto a portable computer running
Access 97. The system has the advantage that it can be input in adverse weather
conditions, unlike conventional pro-forma sheets, and saves on the subsequent
transcription of the data into the database; however, it is slightly slower to create the
entry in the field by comparison with a conventional pro-forma. The input into the
system was guided by a pro-forma to ensure uniformity and consistency of input.

2.4 GAZETTEER OF SITES

2.4.1 Information concerning the sites of archaeological interest within the study area has
been collated into a gazetteer (Section 4). The gazetteer output from the Access 97
database is compatible with The National Trust HER and was formatted within
Word to produce the gazetteer. Site locations are given as ten-figure National Grid
References where possible, and the position of each site is indicated on Figures 8-10.
The National Monuments Record Thesauri (English Heritage, 1999) was used as
part of the site descriptions.
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2.5 ARCHIVE

2.5.1 A full archive has been produced to a professional standard in accordance with
English Heritage guidelines (1991) and the Guidelines for the Preparation of
Excavation Archives for Long Term Storage (UKIC 1990). The project archive
represents the collation and indexing of all the data and material gathered during the
course of the project. The archive is provided in the English Heritage Centre for
Archaeology format, both as a printed document and digitally. The archive will be
provided to The National Trust for storage within both their regional and national
archives.
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3.  GARDEN SURVEY RESULTS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 A Brief History of Allan Bank: this historical account is derived mainly from the
earlier building investigation (Menuage forthcoming). Deeds record the sale of the
land at Allan Bank located above the head of Grasmere by a Mr Sawyer to a Mr
Edward Partridge in 1756. In 1804 Mr Partridge, or his descendants, sold the
property to John Gregory Crump, an attorney and merchant of Liverpool (ibid).
Subsequently, a villa was built at Allan Bank between 1805-8 in a simple Classical
style, and was positioned on the southern flank of a rocky shoulder dividing
Easedale from the main Vale of Grasmere (Plate 1). The house was raised artificially
to create the depth for cellars and it was orientated so that the main south front
looked straight down the length of Grasmere. (ibid; Anon 2010). A few years later
William Wordsworth and his family moved there as soon as it was completed as it’s
first occupants between May 1808 and May 1811; and their literary friends Thomas
de Quincey and Samuel Taylor Coleridge stayed with them for lengthy visits. He still
did not like it, but needed to move to more ample accommodation than their
previous dwelling - Dove Cottage. Their occupation was short-lived, in part, due to
complaints about smoky chimneys.

3.1.2 The formal pleasure ground surrounding the house was apparently designed and
planted under the direction of William Wordsworth as described in Dorothy
Wordsworth’s letter to Catherine Clarkson on the 30th August 1808:

“Mr. Crump arrived and wanted his [WW’s] advice respecting the laying out of
his grounds.  William returned yesterday to Eusemere, and you will be glad to hear
that the planting is all left to him and he may do whatever he likes about the
grounds – besides, Mr. Crump is likely to be a very good landlord, for he is a most
kind-hearted and good-natured man. I consider the appointment of William as
planter of the trees is quite a publick benefit.” (de Selincourt and Moorman 2000)

Plate 1: ‘Grasmere’ from Harwood's Views of the Lakes, c 1842

3.1.3 Subsequently, John Gregory Crump variously lived in the house or tenanted it out to
other well-heeled families from 1811 after the Wordsworth’s vacated. These
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included Colonel and Mrs Campbell in 1823, Mrs Amelia Spearman in 1829, and TS
Witherington Esq in 1830 (ibid). Mr Crump owned the property until 1831 and in
1833 it was briefly home to Thomas Arnold, the social reformer of Rugby, and his
family before their new house Fox How, was built near Ambleside (ibid).

3.1.4 The next notable occupant of the property was Thomas Dawson, a former barrister
from Salford and Liverpool merchant, who lived in the house from 1834 to 1851.
He retired south because of ‘protracted indisposition’ and auctioned the contents of
the house in 1851 (Preston Guardian, 1851). He subsequently retained ownership of
the property (Plate 2), which was used intermittently by his family and short-term
tenants, until 1894 when he died and the house was passed the following year
equally to his two daughters Mrs Butt and Mrs Jefferies (Liverpool Mercury, 1895).
The Revd Edward Jefferies married Thomas Dowson’s younger daughter Martha
and they possibly lived in the house around 1848-54. Tenants of the house included
a Mrs Webber from 1863-78, a Mr Robert Goff in the years 1869-72 and George
Fothergill, a magistrate in both Westmorland and Glamorgan, and family in 1884-8
(Menuage forthcoming; Nineteenth Century British Library Newspapers website).
The 1911 sale particulars note that Fothergill’s lease ran out on 11 November 1911
and the property was thereafter offered for sale (Menuage forthcoming).

Plate 2: Photograph of Allan Bank from the second half of nineteenth century, by
Miss Twamley (lived at the lodge), a descendant of Thomas Dawson

3.1.5 In the early-twentieth century the property was acquired by Canon Hardwicke
Rawnsley, an influential founding member of The National Trust, who, after 34
years living in Crosthwaite, retired to Allan Bank in 1917, having bought it in 1915
(Plate 3). Canon Rawnsley died in 1920 and he left the house to the National Trust
in his will, subject to a life interest for his widow Eleanor, née Simpson (his second
wife). Eleanor renounced her life interest in 1951 and lived there until her death in
1959 (ibid).
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Plate 3: Allan Bank, Grasmere, from a watercolour by Arthur Tucker (Robertson
1911, 300)

3.2 RAPID MAP REGRESSION

3.2.1 This was purely an exercise in identifying extant garden features, to be recorded
during the Level 2 Survey; no interpretation or garden phasing has been attempted.

3.2.2 Estate Plan of 1834 (Plate 4): from the deeds produced prior to the sale of the
estate the following year. Surviving extant garden features depicted include the
building north-west of the house (Site 79); driveways (Sites 84 and 85); pathways
(Sites 1, 6 and 27) and a section of boundary wall (Site 10). Charcoal burning
platforms identified during the project are not depicted, they are located within the
areas of woodland shown on the plan, suggesting that what is now the wilderness
garden was already extant managed woodland prior to the establishment of the
estate.

Plate 4: Estate Plan, dated 1834
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3.2.3 Grasmere Township map of 1848 (Plate 5): garden features identified include the
small building north-west of the house (Site 79); driveways (Sites 84 and 85);
pathway (Site 27); the kitchen garden (Site 69) and a section of boundary wall (Site
60).

Plate 5: The Grasmere Township Map, dated 1848

3.2.4 Ordnance Survey map of 1861 (Fig 3): the first accurate detailed survey. Garden
features identified include: the small building north-west of the house (Site 79) and
another west of the house (Site 109); driveways (Sites 84, 85 and 87); pathways
(Sites 1, 5, 6, 12, 13, 27 and 71); gateways (Sites 8, 18 and 104); the kitchen garden
(Site 69); circular garden feature (Site 63); possibly the garden shed (Site 68); a well
– in the wrong location (Site 30); garden seats (Sites 4 and 16); a section of
boundary wall (Site 60); the reservoir (Site 7); and possibly the entrances to the
tunnel (Site 3).

3.2.5 Ordnance Survey map of 1898 (Fig 4): extant garden features identified include:
two small buildings north-west of the house (Sites 79 and 82); driveways (Sites 84,
85 and 87); pathways (Sites 1, 5, 6, 12, 13, 27 and 71); gateways (Sites 8, 18, 104
and 105); the kitchen garden (Site 69); circular garden feature (Site 63); garden shed
(Site 68); a well – correct location (Site 30); and the tennis court (Site 107).

3.2.6 Estate Plan of 1911 (Plate 6): a plan produced for the proposed sale of the
property in 1911, although there was apparently no sale until 1915. Garden features
identified include: two small buildings north-west of the house (Sites 79 and 82);
driveways (Sites 84, 85 and 87); pathways (Sites 1, 5, 6, 12, 13, 27 and 71);
gateways (Sites 8, 18, and 104); the kitchen garden (Site 69); a circular garden
feature (Site 63); the garden shed (Site 68); kitchen garden paths and planting (Site
64); and the tennis court (Site 107).
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Plate 6: Estate Plan, dated 1911

3.2.7 Ordnance Survey map of 1915 (Fig 5): garden features identified include: two
small buildings north-west of the house (Sites 79 and 82); driveways (Sites 84, 85
and 87); pathways (Sites 1, 6 and 27); gateways (Sites 8 and 104); the kitchen
garden (Site 69); circular garden feature (Site 63); garden shed (Site 68); well (Site
30); garden seat (Site 21); the reservoir (Site 7); and the entrances to the tunnel
(Site 3).

3.2.8 Ordnance Survey map of 1956 (Fig 6): garden features identified include: two
small buildings north-west of the house (Sites 79 and 82); driveways (Sites 84, 85
and 87); pathways (Sites 1, 6 and 27); gateways (Sites 8 and 104); the kitchen
garden (Site 69); circular garden feature (Site 63); garden shed (Site 68); and well
(Site 30).

3.2.9 Ordnance Survey map of 1977-8 (Fig 7): garden features identified include: two
small buildings north-west of the house (Sites 79 and 82); driveways (Sites 84, 85
and 87); garden terrace (Site 97); pathways (Sites 1 and 6); gateways (Sites 8 and
104); the kitchen garden (Site 69); greenhouse (Site 65); garden shed (Site 68); well
(Site 30); the reservoir (Site 7); and the entrances to the tunnel (Site 3).
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3.3 SURVEY RESULTS

3.3.1 The present Level 2 Survey has identified and recorded a total of 109 archaeological
features and/or garden components within the gardens at Allan Bank (Figs 8-10;
Section 4). The extant remains comprise three separate garden areas: a large
wilderness garden, a semi-walled kitchen garden; and formal gardens and leisure
areas adjacent to the house.

3.3.2 Wilderness Garden: the main garden elements consist of a series of sinuous
pathways that perambulate the majority of the wilderness gardens. They have stone
revetments in certain areas, and where they ascend steep crags they have rustic
flights of steps constructed of stone slabs. Certain flights of steps, in particular
where they are ascending very steep slopes consist of retaining walls with slate steps
on top. At one point there is a sheared-off iron bolt (Site 52) that could have
accompanied a railing or ladder. There are three gateways on the external boundary
of the wilderness garden, the southernmost (Site 48), with an iron gate, has an
adjacent deer leap (Site 47). There are four/five garden seats (Sites 4, 16, 21, 49 and
51) located at strategic spots within the garden which would variously have had
panoramic views looking north-west onto Helm Crag, south-east to Grasmere lake
and east towards the house. The most elaborate garden seat consists of a stone-
revetted tower with steps ascending to a slate seat (Site 21). It is unlikely that many
of the trees survive from when the wilderness garden was laid out, but there are
some veteran trees located on the western boundary of the garden, which may have
formed a tree belt, other evidence includes two arcs of veteran trees located to the
west of the tunnel and to the south of the kitchen garden. Rhododendron has grown
rampant within the gardens, although the largest concentrations are near to the
house.

3.3.3 Water has clearly been managed in the garden; there is a reservoir that presumably
served the house (Site 7). An underground pipe evidently followed the footpath
towards the house and ran through an elaborate stone-vaulted tunnel (Site 3).
Elsewhere streams have been canalised and have variously been culverted, and lined
with stones and slate footings (Sites 37-39 and 43). One stream passes over a
craggy waterfall (Site 61) that has a small pool below it, and on the eastern edge of
the wilderness garden is a small well contained within rustic stone retaining walls
(Site 30). Features that may have pre-dated the construction of the wilderness
garden include one definite, and two further possible, charcoal burning platforms
(Sites 9, 33 and 103), as well as two sections of relict boundary wall (Sites 10 and
60). The charcoal burning platforms would strongly suggest that the area was
previously managed as coppiced woodland, and the walls were probably woodland
compartment walls.

3.3.4 Kitchen Garden: this small rectangular garden is clearly a kitchen garden and has a
large slate-topped, unheated fruit wall, up to 3m high on the northern side (Site 69).
The wall would have masked the garden, a working area, from the formal gardens
surrounding the house. The wall may, in addition, because of its southern aspect,
have been used as a fruit growing wall. The garden is laid out into quarters by slate-
edged pathways (Site 64). It has two entrances on the north side and a pathway
running from the house passes along its eastern end (Sites 71, and 104-105). In the
centre of the garden are the remains of a stone circular structure that may have
possibly functioned as a dipping pond (Site 63) (recent excavations have not
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revealed a pond liner). The rectilinear flower/vegetable beds are extant and their
early-twentieth century layout is shown on the 1911 estate plan (Plate 6). There is a
slate-roofed garden shed (Site 68) in the north-west corner of the garden and
adjacent to it are the remains of a greenhouse, water troughs and a compost heap
(Sites 65-67). A French drain runs along the southern edge of the garden (Site 62),
which drained away the water from the pool below the waterfall in the wilderness
garden. The original kitchen gardens (prior to c 1861) were located elsewhere, to
the north-west of the house, as shown on the 1834 estate plan (Plate 4; Plot 7). No
archaeological evidence was identified for this earlier garden but the area is not too
steep and craggy to preclude this function.

3.3.5 Formal Gardens: the gardens form a discrete area running around the house from
the main driveway entrance into the east side of the garden where it enters from the
surrounding estate parkland (Plate 2). The garden extends south from the house
down to the walled kitchen garden (Site 69). The main elements of the garden
consist of driveways surrounding all but the south side of the house (Sites 84-85 and
87), where there is a dwarf-kitchen garden terrace (Site 97). Features on the garden
terrace include a pair of rectangular flower beds and a sundial (Sites 99-101). The
west, south and east sides of the house have stone-lined flower beds (Sites 86, 91
and 93) and, in several places, there are stone-hewn flower boxes (Sites 89 and 92).
On the west side of the house is a small garden lawn with relict beds/pathways
evident (Site 77). It was enclosed on the west side by a sinuous retaining wall
constructed of cyclopean boulders (Site 74), which has two flights of steps taking a
pathway south-west from the garden (Sites 75-76). There is, in addition, a large
rockery constructed of quartz stones (Site 78). Behind this garden there is an area
towards the walled kitchen garden that has been landscaped/terraced (Site 70), the
area is clearly part of the formal gardens but its function is unclear. The formal
gardens are skirted on the west side by a curvilinear gravelled trackway that runs
towards the kitchen garden (Site 27).

Plate 7: Advertisement for the garden roller (Site 94), dated 1915
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3.3.6 The area on the east side of the house is primarily a gravelled drive adjacent to the
main entrance to the house (Site 85). There are earthwork remains in the parkland
adjacent to the gardens of grass-covered tennis courts that were reached by a small
pathway (Sites 96 and 107). Beyond this is a stone outcrop containing rock art
motifs (Site 108). There is a lawn roller in the garden that is inscribed ‘Green &
Sons’ that was probably used on the contemporary tennis courts (Site 94; Plate 7).
On the north side of the house are the remains of two external buildings. The extant
example (Site 79) has elaborate decoration on the doors and windows and was
possibly a chapel, although it is mentioned as being a billiard room (Menuage
forthcoming). To the east of this building are the surviving footings of a small
garage or coach house (Site 82).
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4.  SURVEY GAZETTEER

Site Number 1
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY  33300 07703 to NY 33275 07734
Type Garden Path
Period Pre-1834
Photo Ref 0595.jpg; 0732.jpg; 0735.jpg; 0738.jpg; and 0739.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A series of four sections of garden pathway located on the west side of the Chapel (Site

79). They are orientated north/south and run for up to 25m in length towards a flight of
steps (Site 2), and a tunnel (Site 3). One path is shown on the 1834 estate map. There are
a series of slate slabs set end on into the paths in places, and these may be associated with
remedial works undertaken by The National Trust in the 1980s.

Site Number 2
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY  33288 07724
Type Garden Steps
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0733.jpg; 0734.jpg; 0736.jpg and 0737.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A flight of garden steps located to the north-west of the chapel (Site 79), and are

orientated west/east and have at least thirteen slate steps set on top of a retaining wall.
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Site Number 3
Site Name Water Tunnel, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33270 07745
Type Water Tunnel
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0738.jpg; 0740.jpg-0744.jpg; 0753.jpg-0754.jpg and 0760.jpg-0762.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A slightly curvilinear tunnel measuring up to 32m long. It is orientated roughly north-

north-west/south-south-east and curves to the north-west at is northern end. It is
constructed with a barrel-vaulted roof some 1.5m high and has retaining walls protruding
on either side of the entrance portals. There is a flight of at least eight slate steps
ascending the west edge of the southern portal that carries the garden path over the top of
the tunnel. The path continues as it descends the eastern side of the northern portal. It is
unlikely that the tunnel was constructed primarily for pedestrian access, and is most likely
to have also carried a buried water pipe taking water to the house from a reservoir (Site 7).

Site Number 4
Site Name Site of Seat, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33280 07749
Type Seat
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0746.jpg and 0747.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The site of a seat located on the east side of the water tunnel (Site 3) and reached by a

small spur of path (Site 5). The seat was only shown on the 1861 OS mapping and was
presumably made of perishable materials that have since gone. The view from the seat
would have been to the north-west towards Helm Crag.
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Site Number 5
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33275 07748
Type Garden Path
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0745.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small spur of pathway running east-north-east/west-south-west between the path on top

of the water tunnel (Site 3) and the site of a seat (Site 4) It measures approximately 11m
long and stops abruptly at its eastern end.

Site Number 6
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33261 07756 to NY 33228 07793
Type Garden Path
Period Pre-1834
Photo Ref 0748.jpg; 0752.jpg and 0755.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A single section of garden path running for approximately 50m south-east/north-west

between the north of the water tunnel (Site 6) and a gateway on the northern edge of the
garden (Site 9). There is evidence that the path overlies a covered water pipe running
from the reservoir (Site 8). The path is shown on the 1834 estate plan.
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Site Number 7
Site Name Reservoir, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33241 07768
Type Reservoir
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0756.jpg-0761.jpg and 0763.jpg-0767.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small open, L-shaped reservoir located in the northern end of the gardens. It was

probably used to service the house. It measures approximately 9.2m long by 5.2m wide
and has slate retaining walls part-covered internally in cement render. There is a covered
drain entering the reservoir on the north-west end. A 6.2m length of the drain has lost its
covering and is now open. There is slight evidence of ground disturbance on the east side
of the structure where a conduit pipe possibly carries water south beneath a path (Site 6).
The reservoir is first shown on the 1861 OS mapping.

Site Number 8
Site Name Gateway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33228 07793
Type Gate
Period Pre-1834
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A pedestrian entrance gateway located on the northern end of the garden. It is on the end

of a pathway and was possibly shown on the 1834 estate map.
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Site Number 9
Site Name Charcoal Burning Platform, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33241 07741
Type Charcoal Burning Platform
Period Post-Medieval
Photo Ref 0749.jpg and 0768.jpg-0770.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A sub-oval charcoal burning platform measuring approximately  15m long by 10m wide.

It is cut into the hillside on the south-west side and is embanked on the opposite side.

Site Number 10
Site Name Boundary Wall Foundations, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33256 07730 to NY 33228 07706
Type Boundary Wall
Period Pre-1834
Photo Ref 0775.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The linear foundations of a relict boundary wall, which is orientated roughly south-

west/north east and measures 37.2m long by 1.8m wide. The wall was possibly shown
extant on the 1834 estate plan but was not on subsequent mapping.

Site Number 11
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY  33234 07711
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Type Garden Steps
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0773.jpg; 0774.jpg and 0776.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A curvilinear flight of up to twenty slate steps. They are orientated east/west and measure

approximately 15m long. They are constructed partially on top of an earlier field boundary
wall (Site 10).

Site Number 12
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33268 07745 to NY 33207 07709
Type Garden Path
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0771.jpg-0772.jpg and 0777.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A sinuous garden pathway ascending the crags to the west of the house. The path is

orientated roughly east-north-east/west-south-west and measures approximately 80m long.
It crosses a charcoal burning platform (Site 9), continues over a flight of steps (Site 11),
and reaches further steps on the west end (Site 13). It is shown on the 1861 OS mapping.

Site Number 13
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33207 07710
Type Garden Steps
Period Pre-1861
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Photo Ref 0778.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A pair of slab steps located between two sections of pathway that are shown on the 1861

OS mapping (Sites 12 and 14). The steps ascend a natural flat-topped linear section of
crag which was used as the alignments of the path.

Site Number 14
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33206 07709 to NY 33170 07675
Type Garden Path
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A section of sinuous pathway ascending the western edge of the garden, and which

measures approximately 55m long. The eastern end was shown on the 1861 OS mapping
and ran west/east along a natural flat-topped linear section of crag which was used as the
alignments of the path, before it came to a (now blocked) gateway (Site 18). The extant
western section of the path turns south-west and follows the outer garden wall to a small
flight of steps (Site 19).

Site Number 15
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33220 07709 to NY 33238 07689
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0781.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A narrow zigzagging pathway descending a steep crag side located to the west of the

house.  It is orientated north/south on the northern end, turns east/west as it descends the
crag, and measures approximately 60m long. The path junctions to another path on the
north end (Site 12), passes the putative site of a seat (Site 16), and descends to a steep
flight of steps (Site 17).
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Site Number 16
Site Name Site of Seat, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33221 07694
Type Seat
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The site of a seat depicted on a crag, overlooking the west side of the house, on the 1861

OS mapping. No evidence for the structure was identified during the present survey.

Site Number 17
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33239 07688
Type Garden Steps
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0840.jpg-0844.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description Two sinuous flights of garden steps located on a crag to the west of the house. The steps

ascend an almost vertical cliff and consist of at least thirty-eight steps in two sections,
each of which turns a tight corner on top of a retaining wall

Site Number 18
Site Name Blocked Gateway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
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NGR NY 33184 07708
Type Gate
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0779.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A blocked farm gate located on the western boundary of the garden. It is shown on the

1861 OS mapping and was accessed by a path (Site 12).

Site Number 19
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33169 07675
Type Garden Steps
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0780.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small flight of three slab steps located between two sections of pathway (Sites 14 and

22).

Site Number 20
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33179 07663
Type Garden Steps
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0786.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
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Description A small flight of five slab steps located on the west side of the extant seat (Site 21). It
carries a path up to the seat (Site 22).

Site Number 21
Site Name Seat, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33176 07666
Type Seat
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0782.jpg-0785.jpg and 0787.jpg-0790.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A rectangular slate-constructed tower located on the reverse south-west side of a craggy

knoll. The seat measures approximately 6.2m long by 1.7m wide and is over 2m high. It
has a flight of eleven steps ascending to it on the south-east side and has a single,
uncovered, slate-topped seat on the summit. The main view from the structure would be
overlooking the west side of the house. The site is not shown on any of the historic
mapping.

Site Number 22
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Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33169 07674 to NY 33178 07663
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A curvilinear pathway located on the west side of the extant seat (Site 21), the path runs

north/south from a flight of steps (Site 19) and turns to the east where it meets the seat.
The section of path measures approximately 20m long

Site Number 23
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33166 07665 to NY 33143 07635
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A curvilinear section of pathway located on the west end of the garden. It is probably not

of formal garden construction and measures approximately 40m long as it curves around a
craggy knoll towards a gate (Site 25).

Site Number 24
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33166 07665 to NY 33165 07641
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0792.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short linear section of pathway located on the west side of the extant seat (Site 21). The

path runs north/south to a flight of steps (Site 26) and measures approximately 23m long

Site Number 25
Site Name Gateway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33143 07635
Type Gate
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0791.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
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Description A pedestrian entrance gateway located at the corner junction of field boundaries on the
west side of the garden. It is on the end of a pathway (Site 23) and gives access via a relict
deer-proof wooden gate onto Kell Crag.

Site Number 26
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33166 07638
Type Garden Steps
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0793.jpg- 0794.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A flight of at least nine widely-spaced slab steps located south-west of the seat (Site 21) on

the western edge of the garden. The steps adjoin two sections of pathway (Sites 24 and
34).

Site Number 27
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33317 07703 to NY 33275 07617
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Type Garden Path
Period Pre-1834
Photo Ref 0588.jpg; 0596.jpg; 0680.jpg; 0706.jpg-0707.jpg and 0711.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A long curvilinear path curving away on the west side of the house for over 120m. It

passes both the chapel (Site 79) and well (Site 30), and runs south towards the kitchen
garden (Site 69). The path has gravel surface metalling and in places is kerbed by
retaining stones or slate edging. The path kinks on the southern end where it reaches a
gateway in the kitchen garden. The path predates the kitchen garden and is shown on this
alignment on the 1834 estate map.

Site Number 28
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33253 07677 to NY 33275 07660
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short sinuous section of pathway located in the garden to the west of the house. It

junctions onto two further sections of pathway (Sites 27 and 29), is orientated roughly
north-west/south-east, and measures approximately 30m long.

Site Number 29
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33239 07686 to NY 33264 07685
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short curvilinear section of pathway located in the garden to the west of the house. It

junctions onto two further sections of pathway (Sites 28 and 32) and a flight of steps (Site
17). The path is orientated roughly west/east and measures approximately 40m long.

Site Number 30
Site Name Garden Well, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33272 07653
Type Well
Period Pre-1861
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Photo Ref 0712.jpg-0715.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small pathside well shown on the 1861 OS mapping. The structure consists of a slightly

curving channel cut into the hillside that is flanked with a retaining wall. There is a
deeper pool on the west end and overall it measures 3.6m by 1.5m. It is most likely to
have been used for domestic purposes.

Site Number 31
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33271 07659 to NY 33252 07546
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A long, slightly sinuous pathway located in the garden to the south-west of the house. It is

orientated roughly north-north-east/south-south-west, adjoins two other sections of
pathway (Sites 28 and 55), and measures approximately 125m long. The path has some
retaining wall evident in places.

Site Number 32
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33239 07686 to NY 33193 07570
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0804.jpg and 0808.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A long sinuous pathway located in the garden to the south-west of the house. It is

orientated roughly north-north-east/south-south-west, adjoins two flights of steps at either
end (Sites 17 and 41), and measures approximately 135m long. The path has some
retaining wall evident in places.
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Site Number 33
Site Name Charcoal Burning Platform, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33214 07657
Type Charcoal Burning Platform
Period Post-Medieval
Photo Ref 0839.jpg-0840.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A possible sub-circular charcoal burning platform consisting of a flat area on the west side

of a craggy knoll. It measures approximately 8m long by 7m wide with a slight embanked
scarp on the east side and scoop on the opposite end. The feature may have been truncated
by a pathway cutting across it (Site 32).

Site Number 34
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33166 07636 to NY 33185 07613
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0793.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short linear section of pathway located on the western edge of the wilderness garden; it

adjoins two flights of steps at either end (Sites 26 and 35). The path is orientated roughly
north-west/south-east and measures approximately 30m long. The path has some retaining
wall evident in places.
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Site Number 35
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33185 07611
Type Garden Steps
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0795.jpg-0796.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A flight of at least ten slab steps that are located on the western edge of the garden and to

the west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The steps adjoin two sections of pathway (Sites
34 and 36).

Site Number 36
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33185 07608 to NY 33186 07582
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short curvilinear section of pathway located on the western edge of the garden to the

west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). It adjoins two flights of steps at either end (Sites 35
and 40). The path is orientated roughly north/south and measures approximately 30m
long. The path has some retaining wall evident in places.
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Site Number 37
Site Name Drain, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33187 07601
Type Drain
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0797.jpg-0799.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A linear section of open canalised drain located on the western edge of the garden and to

the west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The drain is orientated west/east and this section
measures approximately 22m long. It has been cut into the bedrock and drains water from
a water smoot in the outer garden wall down through the garden over some crags. The
drain continues as sites (38 and 39).

Site Number 38
Site Name Drain, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33210 07595
Type Drain
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0809.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small linear section of open canalised drain located on the western edge of the garden

and to the west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The drain is orientated west-north-
west/east-south-east and this section measures approximately 28m long. On the west end
it has been cut into the bedrock on a steep cragside and drains water down through the
garden. It is a continuation of a further section of drain (Site 37).
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Site Number 39
Site Name Drain, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33210 07595
Type Drain
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century??
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A linear section of open canalised drain located on the western edge of the garden and to

the west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The drain is orientated north/south and this
section measures approximately 30m long. It has been cut into the ground but is now
blocked and would have drained water towards another open drain (Site 43).

Site Number 40
Site Name Step, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33186 07581
Type Garden Step
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century??
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A single stone step sat across a footpath in the western half of the garden (Sites 36 and

42). The step is probably natural geology that has been modified.

Site Number 41
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33191 07568
Type Garden Steps
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0801.jpg-0803.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A flight of at least ten slab steps located on the western edge of the garden and to the west

of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The steps adjoin two sections of pathway (Sites 32 and 42)
and are sat on top of a retaining wall.
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Site Number 42
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33186 07581 to NY 33191 07525
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0800.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short slightly sinuous section of pathway located on the western edge of the garden to

the south-west of the house. It adjoins a step at the northern end (Site 40) and is eroded
away on the southern end. The path is orientated roughly north/south and measures
approximately 60m long. The path has some retaining wall evident in places.

Site Number 43
Site Name Drain, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33170 07529 to NY 33246 07586
Type Drain
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0810.jpg-0814.jpg and 0835.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A linear section of open canalised drain located on the western edge of the garden and to

the south-west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The drain is orientated roughly west-south-
west/east-north-east and measures approximately 95m long. It has been cut into the
bedrock, kerbed in stones and lined at the base with blue slates. It drains water from a
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water smoot in the outer garden wall down through the garden and over a waterfall (Site
61). The eastern end of the drain may have been capped (Site 59).

Site Number 44
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33197 07521 to NY 33194 07479
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A sinuous section of pathway located on the western edge of the garden to the south-west

of the kitchen garden (Site 69). It adjoins a flight of steps at the southern end (Site 45) and
is eroded away on the northern end. The path is orientated roughly north/south and
measures approximately 45m long. The path has some retaining wall evident in places.

Site Number 45
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33194 07478
Type Garden Steps
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0818.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A flight of four slab steps located on the south-western edge of the garden and to the

south-west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The steps adjoin two sections of pathway (Sites
44 and 46).
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Site Number 46
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33194 077477 to NY 33197 07457
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short linear section of pathway located on the south-western edge of the garden to the

south-west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). It adjoins a flight of steps at the northern end
(Site 45) and is eroded away on the southern end. The path is orientated roughly
north/south and measures approximately 20m long.

Site Number 47
Site Name Deer Leap, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33194 07468
Type Deer Leap
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0819.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small ramped retaining wall located on the south-western edge of the garden and to the

south-west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The deer leap is built against the internal side
of the garden wall adjacent to a gateway (Site 48) and measures approximately 2.9m long
by 1m wide and up to 0.8m high.
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Site Number 48
Site Name Gateway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33194 07464
Type Gate
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0820.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A pedestrian entrance gateway located on the south-western edge of the garden. It is at the

corner of two pathways of a pathway (Sites 46 and 50) and gives access via a relict iron
gate onto Kell Crag.

Site Number 49
Site Name Seat, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33200 07463
Type Seat
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0821.jpg-0823.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A probable seat located on the top of a crag on the very southern end of the garden. It

consists of a flat triangular slab of rock sat on some foundation stones. It measures
approximately 1.3m long by 0.5m wide and 0.6m high. The seat would have originally
had a view south-east towards the lake.
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Site Number 50
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33196 07468 to NY 33236 07521
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0826.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A curvilinear section of pathway located on the southern end of the garden to the south of

the kitchen garden (Site 69). It adjoins a flight of steps at the eastern end (Site 53) and
exits the garden through a gateway on the western end (Site 48). The path is orientated
roughly south-west/north-east and measures approximately 90m long. The path has some
retaining wall evident in places.

Site Number 51
Site Name Seat, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33225 07487
Type Seat
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0824.jpg-0825.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A possible seat located at the side of a garden path (Site 50) on the very southern end of

the garden. It consists of a flat slab of rock that measures approximately 1.9m long by
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0.4m wide and 0.4m high. The seat would may have had a view south-east towards the
lake but is more likely to be a resting point on the ascent up the path.

Site Number 52
Site Name Metal Bolt, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33211 07591
Type Railings
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0806.jpg-0807.jpg and 0817.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A single sheared-off metal bolt located along the alignment of a garden pathway (Site 32)

in the west side of the garden, to the west of the kitchen garden (Site 69). Evidently the
path runs up to this point where the bolt is on a small crag and then descends slightly
lower around the hillside. The bolt may have held either railings or some sort of ladder?

Site Number 53
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33237 07516
Type Garden Steps
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0827.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A long sinuous flight of at least twenty-three slab steps located on the southern end of the

garden to the south of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The steps adjoin a section of pathway
(Site 50) and ascend to the site of seat (Site 54). The steps are sat on top of a retaining
wall which winds up the crag.
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Site Number 54
Site Name Site of Seat, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33236 07511
Type Seat
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0828.jpg-0831.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The site of a seat located in the southern end of the garden and to the south of the kitchen

garden (Site 69). It was reached by a long flight of steps (Site 53) and is on the top of an
isolated craggy knoll. The seat was presumably made of perishable materials that have
since gone. The views from the seat would have been both to the north towards the house
and the south-east towards the lake.

Site Number 55
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33244 07510 to NY 33239 07579
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
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Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A sinuous section of pathway located in the centre of the garden to the west of the kitchen

garden (Site 69). It adjoins two further sections of pathway at either end (Sites 31 and 50).
The path is orientated roughly north/south and measures approximately 155m long.

Site Number 56
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33252 07546 to NY 33221 07570
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A curvilinear section of pathway located in the centre of the garden to the south-west of

the kitchen garden (Site 69). It adjoins a pathway on the south end (Site 55) and
disappears to the north of a slab bridge on the north end (Site 57). The path is orientated
roughly south-east/north-west and measures approximately 40m long. The path has some
retaining wall evident in places.

Site Number 57
Site Name Bridge, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33221 07570
Type Bridge
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0832.jpg-0833.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A single stone foundation slab that has been placed across a canalised stream (Site 43) in

the centre of the garden. The slab is located where a pathway would have originally
crossed it (Site 56), although there is little further evidence for the path on the north side
of the stream.

Site Number 58
Site Name Culvert, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33186 07535
Type Culvert
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0815.jpg-0816.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
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Description A small culvert/bridge that has been placed across a canalised stream (Site 43) in the west
edge of the garden. It is located where a pathway would have originally crossed it (Site
42).

Site Number 59
Site Name Culvert, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33236 07579
Type Culvert
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0834.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description Fragmentary sections of culvert/capping stones that have been placed across a canalised

stream (Site 43) in the western edge of the garden. It appears that around where a path
crosses it (Sites 55 and 31) the whole stream would have originally been capped-over.

.
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Site Number 60
Site Name Boundary Wall Foundations, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33252 07573
Type Boundary Wall
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0704.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The linear foundations of a relict boundary wall, which is orientated roughly south/north

and measures 10m long by 1m wide. The wall was possibly shown extant on the 1861 OS
mapping but was not on subsequent mapping.

Site Number 61
Site Name Waterfall, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33247 07585
Type Waterfall
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0698.jpg-0703.jpg and 0836.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A rustic waterfall feature located in the centre of the garden and on the western edge of

the kitchen garden (Site 69). It consists of a sheer rock face over which a canalised stream
(Site 43) flows. There is a pool below it which was constructed with small retaining walls
and the outflow continues to the east in a French drain (Site 62) that runs along the
southern edge of the kitchen garden. The feature measures at least 10m long by 5m wide
and is up to 2.5m high.
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Site Number 62
Site Name French Drain, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33253 07586 to NY 33281 07578
Type Drain
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0692.jpg-0695.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A French drain taking water from a waterfall (Site 61) and draining it away along the

southern edge of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The drain is orientated roughly west-north-
west/east-south-east and is visible in places up to at least 30m long, but clearly follows the
entire length of the south edge of the kitchen garden. The visible portion adjacent to the
waterfall consists of a narrow part-capped slate-lined trench.

Site Number 63
Site Name Garden Feature, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33285 07592
Type Garden Feature
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0668.jpg-0672.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A circular garden feature located within the centre of the kitchen garden (Site 69). It

consists of a circular structure measuring 3.8m in diameter which was surrounded by a
slate-edged pathway. It is constructed of slate slabs each up to 0.2m wide that are set flush
to the floor. There are notches cut into the top of the slabs that may have held a
superstructure or railings around the feature. It is probable that this feature was a dipping
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pond used to supply the kitchen garden, although no evidence of a pond liner was
discovered upon excavation. The feature is shown on the 1861, 1898, 1915 and 1957 OS
mapping but not on any estate plans.

Site Number 64
Site Name Garden Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33285 07592
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0659.jpg-0661.jpg; 0664.jpg-0667.jpg; 0675.jpg-0678.jpg and 0690.jpg-0691.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A series of straight-sided, slate-edged pathways that sub-divide the kitchen garden (Site

69) into quarters. The pathways have gravel metalling on the surface except in the north-
west corner of the garden adjacent to the potting shed and gateway (Sites 68 and 104)
where it has been replaced by rubble hard standing. The layout of paths is only shown on
the 1911 estate plan, although this omits the circular feature in the centre.

Site Number 65
Site Name Greenhouse, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33268 07609
Type Greenhouse
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0688.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
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Description The collapsed remains of a wooden framed greenhouse located in the north-west corner of
the kitchen garden (Site 69). It has a stone foundation measuring 5.2m long by 2.8m wide.
The greenhouse contains an enameled bath at one end.

Site Number 66
Site Name Compost Heap, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33265 07613
Type Garden Feature
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0689.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The remains of a rectangular corrugated iron-lined compost heap. It is located to the south

of the greenhouse (Site 65) in the north-west corner of the kitchen garden (Site 69).

Site Number 67
Site Name Water Tanks, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33265 07613
Type Water Tank
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A pair of small galvanised metal water tanks located within the kitchen garden (Site 69).

They are adjacent to the greenhouse and potting shed respectively (Sites 65 and 68).
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Site Number 68
Site Name Garden Shed, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33267 07615
Type Garden Shed
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0674.jpg and 0681.jpg-0687.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A rectangular stone-built garden shed located in the north-west corner of the kitchen

garden (Site 69).  It is a single storey pitched slate-roofed structure constructed inside the
corner of the wall, it measures 4.3m long by 4m wide. It has a window on the east wall
elevation and a doorway on the south wall elevation. The roof has collapsed. The shed is
first shown on the 1861 OS mapping.

Site Number 69
Site Name Kitchen Garden, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33285 07592
Type Kitchen garden
Period Pre-1848
Photo Ref 0657.jpg-0658.jpg; 0673.jpg-0674.jpg; 0696.jpg-0697.jpg and 0705.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A rectangular kitchen garden located 75m south-west of the house. The garden is only

fringed by a wall on the northern side suggesting that it was a screen to limit views of it
from the house. This would suggest that the garden was primarily a working kitchen
garden. The garden is at least 50m long by 35m wide and has a slate-capped wall
measuring up to 3m high. As it is internally south-facing in the garden the wall may have
been used as a fruit growing wall. Access to the garden was via two gateways within the
garden wall (Sites 104 and 105). Internally, the garden contains rectilinear beds
surrounded by slate-lined pathways (Site 64), a putative focal feature (Site 63), and
various sheds/greenhouses in the north-west corner (Sites 65-68). The garden was possibly
first depicted on the 1848 township map of Grasmere. The layout of paths and planting
were only shown on the 1911 estate plan, although this omits the circular feature in the
centre.
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Site Number 70
Site Name Garden Landscaping, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33304 07628
Type Garden Feature
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0647.jpg and 0652.jpg-0654.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description An area of ill-defined terracing located between the house and the north of the kitchen

garden (Site 69). There is surviving evidence of man-made terracing in the form of a
slightly curving lynchet measuring up to 0.7m high. The land to the west of it seems to
have been graded flat. This area of garden is mostly covered in rhododendron and scrubby
undergrowth which mask this feature.

Site Number 71
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33321 07544 to NY 33323 07660
Type Garden Path
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0648.jpg; 0651.jpg; 0656.jpg and 0662.jpg-0663.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A sinuous section of pathway located on the eastern edge of the garden, it starts adjacent

to the house and runs through the eastern edge of the kitchen garden (Site 69). The
pathway has some stone kerbing in places, in particular on the northern end, and at the
south end where it would originally have exited the garden via a now removed gate
(outside of the current study area. The path is orientated roughly north/south and
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measures approximately 125m long. The south end of the path is shown on the 1834
estate map, and pre-dates the construction of the kitchen garden.

Site Number 72
Site Name Plant Bed, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33328 07660
Type Plant Bed
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0618.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A curvilinear flower bed located on the south-west side of the house. It is on the west side

of a retaining wall (Site 74) and measures 33m long. It is not shown on any historic
mapping.

Site Number 73
Site Name Plant Bed, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33304 07670
Type Plant Bed
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0614.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A curvilinear flower bed located on the west side of the house. It is on the west side of a

retaining wall (Site 74) and measures 29m long. It is not shown on any historic mapping.
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Site Number 74
Site Name Garden Wall, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33309 07670
Type Garden Wall
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0598.jpg-0599.jpg; 0605.jpg-0606.jpg and 0609.jpg-0610.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A sinuous, retaining wall fringing the western edge of the garden on the west side of the

house. It is of cyclopean construction with at least two courses of interleaving undressed
boulders. The wall measures at least 41m long by 0.6m high and contains two flights of
steps leading out of the garden (Sites 75 and 76). It is not shown on any historic mapping.

Site Number 75
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33318 07667
Type Garden Steps
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0616.jpg-0617.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small curvilinear flight of five slate slab steps located on the western edge of the garden

to the west of the house. The steps adjoin a retaining wall (Site 74) and are edged by
cyclopean boulders/stones. A pathway exits the garden via these steps (Site 106). It is not
shown on any historic mapping.
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Site Number 76
Site Name Steps, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33303 07672
Type Garden Steps
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0607.jpg-0609.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small flight of at two slate slab steps located on the western edge of the garden to the

west of the house. The steps adjoin a retaining wall (Site 74) and are edged by cyclopean
boulders/stones. A possible pathway exits the garden via these steps. It is not shown on
any historic mapping.

Site Number 77
Site Name Garden, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33313 07681
Type Garden
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0598.jpg-0600.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The former garden on the west side of the house. It is currently a lawn-covered D-shaped

area measuring 38m long by 23m wide. It is skirted on the west side by a sinuous
retaining wall (Site 74). There is evidence of an internal rectangular formal setting, bed or
pathway, the east side of which cannot be seen. The garden is not depicted on any of the
historic mapping.
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Site Number 78
Site Name Rockery, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33312 07697
Type Rockery
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0579.jpg-0581.jpg and 0589.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description An oval rockery located on the north-west side of the house adjacent to the Chapel (Site

79). It consists of carefully-piled quartz rocks in an area measuring approximately 10.5m
by 6.5m. The rockery is dwarfed by a large rhododendron has been planted on it. The
rockery is not depicted on any historic mapping.

Site Number 79
Site Name Chapel, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33308 07709
Type Chapel
Period Pre-1834
Photo Ref 0569.jpg-0573.jpg; 0590.jpg-0594.jpg and 0718.jpg-0719.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A rectangular one and a half storey building located on the north-west side of the house.

The building is first shown on the 1834 estate plan and is a putative chapel. It is
externally rendered, and has a slate roof with a slate capped chimney. The main entrance,
via a wooden door with elaborately decorated metal hinges, is on the south wall elevation.
The door is flanked by two windows, each originally held stained glass. The east wall
elevation and the west each have at least one and two further windows respectively, and
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there is a boarded window/doorway at roof level on the north elevation. All but the latter
aperture have mouldings above them identical to those on the house. There is a curving
slate-topped curtain wall extending east from the structure.

Site Number 80
Site Name Water Tank, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33315 07714
Type Water Tank
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0568.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A square raised concrete structure with possible hatches on top. It is located in the

undergrowth to the north-west of the house and adjacent to the east side of the chapel (Site
79) . The area is skirted by a stone retaining wall and is possibly a water or septic tank.

Site Number 81
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33324 07706 to NY 33316 07718
Type Garden Path
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0566.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small linear section of pathway located on the north-west side of the house. It is

orientated roughly north-west/south-east and runs for up to 14m between the chapel and
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garage (Sites 79 and 82).  The path is slightly ramped and is skirted by a retaining wall on
the west side. The north end is masked by rhododendron.

Site Number 82
Site Name Garage or Coach House, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33323 07711
Type Garage or Coach House
Period Pre-1898
Photo Ref 0561.jpg-0562.jpg; 0564.jpg and 0567.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The foundation remains of a rectangular building located on the north side of the house.

The foundations measure 6.6m long by 3m wide, and there are two slate-constructed
pillars on the south side, surviving up to 2m high, which are where the doorway would
have been. The building has been cut into the ground and was revetted with a small
retaining wall which is still partially evident on the other sides. The building is first
shown on the 1898 OS mapping so would suggest a function as a coach house gather than
garage, however it is still possible that it was the latter.

Site Number 83
Site Name Gate Post, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33327 07709
Type Gate Post
Period Nineteenth Century
Photo Ref 0563.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A single gatepost, (possibly re-used) that is located adjacent to the entrance to the coach

house/garage (Site 82) on the north side of the house. A boundary is depicted between the
house and the garage on the 1861 OS mapping. The gate post is hewn of slate, it measures
0.7m high by 0.3m wide and 0.1m thick. It has a rounded top and has three post holes for
a wooden bar gate.
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Site Number 84
Site Name Carriage Drive Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33342 07724
Type Carriage Drive
Period Early-Nineteenth Century
Photo Ref 0557.jpg-0560.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description Curvilinear section of gravelled carriage drive which curves north-east/south-west from

the entrance to the garden towards the house. This section measures up to 25m long. The
drive was slate-edged in places. The entrance containing the driveway was flanked by two
veteran trees, which are possibly shown on a Mid-Nineteenth Century? photograph of the
property. The drive is first depicted on the 1834 estate plan but would have been
contemporary with the construction of the house.

Site Number 85
Site Name Carriage Drive Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33353 07695
Type Carriage Drive
Period Early-Nineteenth Century
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Photo Ref 0721.jpg and 0725.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A sweeping section of gravelled carriage drive which curves to the main entrance of the

house on its east side. The drive widens at the entrance and measures 35m by 9m. The
drive is first depicted on the 1834 estate plan but would be contemporary with the
construction of the house.

Site Number 86
Site Name Plant Bed, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 3343 07701
Type Plant Bed
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0641.jpg-0644.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A flower bed located immediately on the east side of the house. It curves around the

curtain wall on its north end where it is up to 4m wide. The bed has external stone
kerbing.

Site Number 87
Site Name Carriage Drive Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33325 07692
Type Carriage Drive
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0578.jpg and 0582.jpg-0584.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A section of gravelled carriage drive which curves around the north and north-west sides

of the house. The drive widens into a rectangular slate-edged area measuring 24m by 9m.
The drive is first depicted on the 1861 OS mapping.

Site Number 88
Site Name Paving, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33333 07701
Type Pavement
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0574.jpg-0575.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description An area of yard consisting of slate-slabbed paving located adjacent to the north entrance to

the house. It is edged by curtain walls and a small flower bed on the east side.
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Site Number 89
Site Name Flower Box, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33331 07700
Type Flower Box
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0576.jpg-0578.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A series of three simple rectangular stone-carved flower boxes. They are located on or

adjacent to a small curtain wall located on the north-west corner of the house. They may
have originally been used elsewhere as water troughs.

Site Number 90
Site Name Paving, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33328 07683
Type Pavement
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0585.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A single slate paving slab located adjacent to the porch on the west side of the house. It is

possibly the footing for a flower box or other feature, and measures 1.1m long by 0.6m
wide.
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Site Number 91
Site Name Plant Bed, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33329 07679 and NY 33336 07671
Type Plant Bed
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0615.jpg and 0626.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A pair of narrow slate-lined flower beds located immediately on the west side of the house.

They are set adjacent to the porch and also the south-west corner of the building and
measure up to 0.6m wide.

Site Number 92
Site Name Flower Box, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33337 07669
Type Flower Box
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0624.jpg-0626.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
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Description A single simple rectangular stone-carved flower box located on the edge of a flower bed
on the south-west corner of the house. It measures approximately 1m long by 0.5m wide
and 0.2m high. The feature may have had an alternative function as there is an exposed
drainage pipe on one corner.

Site Number 93
Site Name Plant Bed, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33347 07673
Type Plant Bed
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0634.jpg and 0640.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A narrow slate-lined flower bed running the entire length of the south side of the house.

The bed measures up to 1.4m wide.

Site Number 94
Site Name Lawn Roller, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33360 07674
Type Lawn Roller
Period Mid-Nineteenth/Early-Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0729.jpg-0730.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A cast iron lawn roller located adjacent to the south-east corner of the house. It is

inscribed “No. 11688 Green & Son”. Thomas Green & Son of Smithfield Foundry, Leeds
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were manufacturers of many items, including garden implements such as rollers and even
a short-lived steam powered lawnmower. The roller was probably used to flatten the tennis
court (Site 107).

Site Number 95
Site Name Septic Tank?, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33368 07683
Type Septic Tank
Period Nineteenth/Twentieth Century
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A rectangular concrete pad located near to the south-east corner of the house and on the

north side of a large veteran oak tree. The pad may conceal a structure beneath it.

Site Number 96
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33374 07686
Type Garden Path
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0852.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short section of slightly sinuous pathway located on the east edge of the garden. It is

orientated roughly west/east and gives access (via a gate in the fence) to the parkland on
the east side of the house from the drive near the main house entrance.

Site Number 97
Site Name Garden Terrace, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33347 07663
Type Garden Terrace
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0620.jpg-0621.jpg; 0628.jpg; 0637.jpg-0638.jpg and 0727.jpg-0728.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A rectangular garden terrace located on the south side of the house. It measures

approximately 27m long by 13m wide and has a slate-topped dwarf wall skirting the west,
south and east sides of the terrace. There is an area of slate paving in a gap in the centre
of the dwarf wall (Site 98). Internally, the terrace has a lawn, slate-edged flower beds
running on the inside of the dwarf wall and a stone-lined flower bed external to the dwarf
wall on the west side. Additionally, there are two rectangular beds, each with a line of slab
paving on their northern sides (Sites 100 and 101), as well as a sundial in the centre of the
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garden (Site 99). The terrace is only depicted on the 1978 OS mapping; it is not on the
1911 estate plan, 1915 and 1957 OS mapping or shown on a Mid-Nineteenth Century?
photograph of the house.

Site Number 98
Site Name Paving, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33351 07659
Type Pavement
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0635.jpg-0636.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small area of slate slab paving located in the entrance on the middle of the south end of

the garden terrace (Site 97). It consists of three slabs measuring in total 1.6m by 1m.

Site Number 99
Site Name Sundial, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33346 07663
Type Sundial
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0629.jpg-0633.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A copper sundial set upon an octagonal column and base. It is located in the centre of the

garden terrace on the south side of the house (Site 97) and measures 1.3m high with the
base up to 0.9m square. The dial plate is engraved with “Rich. Morn(ey?)  Liverpool”.
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Site Number 100
Site Name Plant Bed, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33353 07667
Type Plant Bed
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0639.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description One of an identical pair of rectangular flower beds located on the garden terrace to the

south of the house. Each measures up to 4.6m by 2.9m and has a line of slate paving slabs
up to 3m long on its northern end.

Site Number 101
Site Name Plant Bed, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33340 07659
Type Plant Bed
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref 0627.jpg-0628.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
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Description One of an identical pair of rectangular flower beds located on the garden terrace to the
south of the house. Each measures up to 4.6m by 2.9m and has a line of slate paving slabs
up to 3m long on its northern end.

Site Number 102
Site Name Drain, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33271 07634
Type Drain
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref 0708.jpg-0709.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A stone-capped drain located to the north of the kitchen garden (Site 69) on the south-

west side of the house. It has been exposed by remedial works to the pathway running
between the house and kitchen garden. The visible section is oriented west/east and
measures approximately 2.5m long.

Site Number 103
Site Name Charcoal Burning Platform, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33247 07658
Type Charcoal Burning Platform
Period Post-Medieval
Photo Ref 0837.jpg-0838.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A possible sub-rectangular charcoal burning platform, consisting of a flat area in the

garden to the west of the well (Site 30). It measures approximately 10m long by 7.5m
wide with a slight embanked scarp on the east side and scoop on the opposite end.
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Site Number 104
Site Name Gateway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33275 07616
Type Gateway
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0676.jpg-0679.jpg and 0709.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A gateway located at the western end of the screening wall on the north end of the kitchen

garden (Site 69). It was first depicted on the 1861 OS mapping. Fragments of fittings for a
deer-proof wooden gate are evident and the pathway south of the gate has been ramped up
to meet it.

Site Number 105
Site Name Gateway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33312 07605
Type Gateway
Period Pre-1861
Photo Ref 0655.jpg -0656.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A gateway located at the eastern end of the screening wall on the north end of the kitchen

garden (Site 69). It was first depicted on the 1861 OS mapping. The gateway has been
demolished at some point but there is a small section of slate-topped dwarf wall running
south from the corner of the garden at this location (which continues as the external field
wall/garden boundary further south). A pathway running on the eastern edge of the garden
passes through the gateway (Site 71) and a putative veteran tree is located just north of the
gateway.
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Site Number 106
Site Name Pathway, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33309 07665
Type Garden Path
Period Twentieth Century
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A short section of slightly sinuous pathway on the west edge of the garden located

immediately west of the house (Site 77). It is orientated roughly west/east, measures
approximately 17m long and gives access via a flight of steps (Site 75) into the garden.
The path may have once joined up with path from another set of steps (Site 76) and
survives as a slight lynchet on the south side of a flower bed (Site 73).

Site Number 107
Site Name Tennis Court, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33398 07675
Type Tennis Court
Period Pre-1898
Photo Ref 0851.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description The rectangular grass-covered earthwork remains of a tennis court. It is located in the

parkland on the south-east side of the house and was first depicted on the 1898 OS
mapping.
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Site Number 108
Site Name Rock Art, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33425 07664
Type Rock Art
Period Prehistoric
Photo Ref 0847.jpg-0851.jpg
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A panel of rock art located on a flat-topped earthfast boulder in the parkland to the south-

east of the house. It consists of groupings of numerous pecked cup-marks located on the
summit of the boulder. The boulder is in a similar position, in a low-lying location in
farmland slightly removed from the lakeside, as in other examples of rock art in the Lake
District (eg Buttermere).

Site Number 109
Site Name Site of Building, Allan Bank, Grasmere
NGR NY 33285 07697
Type Building
Period Mid-Nineteenth Century?
Photo Ref N/A
Surveyor Peter Schofield, OA North Survey 2012
Description A small rectangular building located to the west of the house. It is only depicted on the

1861 OS mapping. There is no extant evidence for the structure, although the area it is
located is within dense rhododendron cover.
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 APPENDIX 1: PROJECT DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.1.1 A survey of Allan Bank gardens is required to inform restoration works necessary to open up the
gardens to the visiting public (NY 3325 0770). The site has never been subject to archaeological
investigation and there is a requirement to provide an outline map of the archaeological features,
which are predominantly garden related.

1.1.2 Management Aims: there are three components to the pleasure grounds; a formal garden around
Allan Bank house, a semi walled kitchen garden and an area of wooded, craggy enhanced
wilderness, which was afforded paths and steps to allow visitors to enjoy the delights of the tamed
wild beauty of the Grasmere valley. The latter area has not been extensively managed and is
extensively covered in leaf mulch and some of the paths have become unusable. The pleasure
grounds were only intended for the private enjoyment of the occupiers and their families and
many of the routes do not fulfil the stringent health and safety requirements necessary for the
gardens to be opened to the public. It is therefore inevitable that some improvement of the paths
features is necessary to make the site safe, and this will have some impact upon the historic fabric.

1.1.3 The garden survey is required to inform the improvements and consolidation of the pleasure
grounds, to highlight the man-made features, to allow the preservation and selective restoration of
the garden features, and to provide a mitigative record of the gardens in advance of the garden
restoration.

1.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

1.2.1 Allan Bank house, Grasmere, was condemned by William Wordsworth as an eyesore when it was
built in 1805 by Liverpool merchant John Gregory Crump, describing it as a ‘Temple of
Abomination’. But a few years later he moved there with their three children and literary friends
Thomas de Quincey and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. He still did not like it, but needed to move to
more ample accommodation than their previous dwelling Dove Cottage. Their occupation was
short because of complaints about smoky chimneys and disagreements with the landlord.

1.2.2 The establishment of the wilderness pleasure grounds above the house were not necessarily
contemporary with its construction, but they were largely in place by the time of the 1861 OS
first edition 1:2500 map.

1.2.3 After 34 years at Crosthwaite Canon Hardwicke Rawnsley retired to Allan Bank in 1917, having
bought it in 1915. Rawnsley was one of the founders of The National Trust and, when he died in
1920, he left it to the Trust.

1.3 OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY NORTH

1.3.1 Knowledge of Rural and Upland Archaeology: OA North has particular and extensive expertise
in upland archaeology. Since 1982 we have undertaken 38 major landscape field surveys
covering 1007sqkm of uplands across England and Wales, which has comprised the recording of
over 21,600 sites and monuments. Few archaeological organisations have a comparable track
record and OA North can justifiably claim to be one of the foremost specialists in the field of
upland / moorland landscape recording. Since 1984 all the surveys have been directed or
managed by the OA North survey manager (Jamie Quartermaine, BA, DipSurv, MIFA) who has
ensured consistently high quality and expert approach to the surveys undertaken.

1.3.2 The surveys range from basic identification management surveys intended to identify the
character and location of the archaeological resource, to the increasingly detailed landscape
analysis surveys which enable an understanding of the development of the landscape.

1.3.3 Recently OA North has undertaken a major programme of identification survey across the
uplands of North Wales, on behalf of the Royal Commission of the Ancient and Historical
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Monuments of Wales (RCAHMW). This has entailed the survey of 230 sqkm of unenclosed
upland, and has recorded over 3,000 sites.

1.3.4 In particular OA North has undertaken on behalf of The National Trust, surveys of many of the 
Lake District radial valleys: Nether Wasdale, Buttermere, Borrowdale, and Ennerdale which
were examined from their watershed down; and have included boundary surveys, detailed
documentary studies, together with palaeoenvironmental evidence. This has enabled the
reconstruction of the development of settlement and land use in the respective valleys since their
earliest exploitation.

2. METHOD STATEMENT

2.1 THE PROJECT TEAM

2.1.1 The project will be under the management of Jamie Quartermaine (OA North senior project
manager) to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Jamie has been recording upland
landscapes across the north-west since 1984 both as project officer and as project manager.

2.1.2 Chris Wild (OA North Project Officer) will undertake the survey. Chris has a great deal of
experience in undertaking survey, documentary research and landscape analysis for industrial
projects such as that proposed. He has considerable experience of researching historic landscapes.

2.1.3 The documentary work will be undertaken by Alastair Vannan (OA North Project Officer):
Alastair Vannan has considerable experience in the survey of upland landscapes. For example he
undertook with Peter the surveys of Buttermere and Nether Wasdale on behalf of The National
Trust. He also has considerable experience of documentary work and undertook both the
documentary study for the recent Holwick community survey, but also supervised the field teams.
Alastair would undertake the documentary study for the proposed survey.

2.2 DESK-BASED RESEARCH

2.2.1 Documentary and cartographic material: a very basic documentary study will be undertaken at
this stage, and will provide the appropriate historic mapping necessary to inform the survey.
Although there is presently no requirement for more detailed documentary work at present it is
recognised that there will be in due course as part of a wider study into the gardens. The present
documentary work will not culminate with a historical background to the report, and is intended
simply to inform the survey.

2.2.2 Particular emphasis will be upon the early cartographic evidence which has the potential to
inform the development of the gardens and pleasure grounds. Any photographic material lodged
in the County Historic Environment Record or County record Office will also be studied.
Published documentary sources will also be examined and assessed. This work will involve visits
to the following repositories: Cumbria Historic Environment Record, Cumbria County Record
Office, Kendal, and the OA North library. The study will involve a search on photographs,
topographic prints and estate maps.

2.3 EH LEVEL 2 SURVEY OF ALLAN BANK GARDENS

2.3.1 The Allan Bank gardens are covered with trees, which presently are not in leaf, but they restrict
any aerial photographic based recording, and also restrict GPS techniques. There is 1m resolution
LiDAR data available and this will be used to provide detailed contours across the area and to
provide an appropriate topographic context, but this data does not have sufficient resolution to be
able to highlight the archaeological features, or more specifically to be able to discriminate them
from the adjacent steep slopes and crags which dominate the data set. It is therefore proposed to
use total station recording techniques to record the garden features.

2.3.2 The survey will be undertaken as an enhanced Level 2 type survey (EH 2007), and the area
encompasses 4.5ha. The survey will involve four elements: Reconnaissance, Mapping,
Description and Photography.
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2.3.4 Reconnaissance: the reconnaissance will consist of close field walking, varying from 10m to 20m
line intervals dependent on visibility and safety considerations. The survey will aim to identify,
locate and record archaeological features on the ground. All sites identified from the Historic
Environment Record and also the OS first edition maps will be investigated.

2.3.5 Control: the survey control will be established by closed traverse using a Leica TC407 total
station, and will be located using the Leica 1200 differential GPS. The 1200 series GPS obtains
corrections from Ordnance Survey GPS base stations, which are transmitted by mobile phone, and
as long as there is a mobile phone signal at the point of survey can provide real time accuracies of
+- 0.03m (at worst with poor satellite coverage the accuracy deteriorates to +- 0.08m). It is
proposed to locate the base line using the GPS and establish the closed traverse with respect to
these primary control points. Height control will be established by the same process. Permanent
survey control markers will be established over the core survey area to enable the future
enhancement of the survey maps.

2.3.6 Detail Total Station Survey: while the GPS can be used for control, where stations will be
deliberately sited on high points, allowing relatively unrestricted views of the sky. It can,
however, be unreliable because of the trees and will probably provide unpredictable results for the
detailed survey, so instead the detailed recording will be undertaken by total station survey.

2.3.7 The total station survey will be generated by EDM tacheometry using a total station linked to a
pen computer running TheoLT software. The digital data is transferred onto the pen computer for
manipulation and transfer to other digital or hard mediums. The survey data will be accurate to +-
0.01m.

2.3.8 Drawing Up: the raw data from the total station and LiDAR will be combined within a CAD
system, and then plots will be generated to enable the drawing up of the sites within the field. The
archaeological detail is drawn up in the field as a dimensioned drawing on the plots with respect
to survey markers. On completion of the field survey the drawings will be enhanced within the
CAD environment to produce the final drawings.

2.3.9 The survey will record all pertinent archaeological detail, which will include all the footpaths,
tunnels, waterfalls and designed features, but will also include a limited number of charcoal
burning platforms that have been identified. The results of the survey will be superimposed upon
the modern OS mapping, the historic Ordnance Survey mapping and the LiDAR contour data.

2.3.10 Photography: in conjunction with the archaeological survey a photographic archive will be
generated, which will record significant features as well as aspects of the general landscapes. It
will record all principal vistas. This photographic archive will be maintained using a digital SLR
camera with 10 mega pixel resolution. The use of a digital camera provides very effective
manipulation of photographic images, and these will be used in the report.

2.3.11 Site Description and Assessment: it is intended to create a descriptive record of the individual
elements and monuments that make up the wider site. It is proposed that the data be directly input
on site into a palm computer. The data will be incorporated into an Access 97 compatible
database, and will be backed up daily onto a portable computer running Access 97. The proposed
system has the advantage that it can be input in adverse weather conditions, unlike conventional
pro-forma sheets, and saves on the subsequent transcription of the data into the database;
however, it is slightly slower to create the entry in the field by comparison with a conventional
pro-forma. The input into the system will be guided by a pro-forma to ensure uniformity and
consistency of input, and will provide input for the following fields. The gazetteer output will be
compatible with The National Trust SMR. This data will be formatted and topped and tailed
within word to produce the gazetteer volume for the survey project. The English Heritage
Thesaurus will be used and the description will include the following fields:

National Trust SMR number
Site Number
Form
Site Name
NGR
Site Description
Monument Type
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Period
Interpretation
Dimensions
Photo reference
Surveyor
Date of survey

2.4 REPORT

2.4.1 Digital Presentation: the survey data will be collated within a CAD environment and will
include all historical mapping, a contour map of the general terrain (created from LiDAR data)
and the drawn survey. A digital copy of the archive will be passed to The National Trust on
completion of the survey alongside the final report in CAD. Digital photography will be
provided, and will be appropriately indexed.

2.4.2 Reporting: a summary report will be compiled and will provide a description of the results of the
survey, alongside the project mapping and a gazetteer. The report will provide interpretation of
the principle features but will not include an in depth analysis of the gardens development as it is
anticipated that will be undertaken separately by a gardens historian. The report will present, and
summarise, the results of the programme, and will include an index of archaeological features
identified in the course of the project. The reports will consist of an acknowledgements
statement, lists of contents, summary, introduction summarising the brief and project design and
any agreed departures from them and a methodology. The report will also include sections on the
following:

Survey Results, incorporating a description of the extant remains

Gazetteer

Bibliography

2.4.3 The report will incorporate appropriate illustrations, including copies of the site plans, landscape
survey mapping, all reduced to an appropriate scale. Different versions of the results will be
presented superimposed upon different bases, that will include OS mapping, historical mapping,
LiDAR topography and LiDAR contours. The report will be accompanied by photographs and
historic illustrations showing the principal elements of the landscape.

2.4.4 Editing and submission: the report will be subject to the OA North’s stringent editing procedure
and then a draft will be submitted to The National Trust for consultation.

2.4.5 Output: following acceptance of the report five bound copies of the report and a PDF copy will be
submitted report to The National Trust. Each report will be illustrated by a selection of prints and
maps.

2.5 PROJECT MANAGEMENT

2.5.1 Timing: it is intended that the survey be initiated as soon as practical following formal
confirmation. Stages for completion of works will be identified as relevant with The National
Trust.

2.5.2 Project management: once adopted, the management plan will be managed by The National
Trust. The day-to-day contact for the project will be Jamie Lund, National Trust.

3. OTHER MATTERS

3.1 ACCESS

3.1.1 It is assumed that National Trust will ensure access to the site for the survey.

3.2 HEALTH AND SAFETY
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3.2.1 Full regard will, of course, be given to all constraints (services) during the excavation, as well as
to all Health and Safety considerations. The OA North Health and Safety Statement conforms to
all the provisions of the SCAUM (Standing Conference of Unit Managers) Health and Safety
manual, as well as the OA Health and Safety Statement. Risk assessments are undertaken as a
matter of course for all projects, and will anticipate the potential hazards arising from the project.

3.3 INSURANCE

3.3.1 The insurance in respect of claims for personal injury to or the death of any person under a
contract of service with the Unit and arising in the course of such person's employment shall
comply with the employers' liability (Compulsory Insurance) Act 1969 and any statutory orders
made there under. OA carries an appropriate level of insurance for covering liabilities on major
projects. These are currently Employers Liability Insurance (£10,000,000 any one occurrence),
Public Liability Insurance (£10,000,000 any one occurrence), Professional Indemnity Insurance
(£5,000,000 any one claim and in all) and Contractors All Risks Insurance (£1,500,000).

4. RESOURCES

ALLAN BANK GARDEN SURVEY

Task Resources

Desk Based Assessment 2 PO

Topographic Survey 1 PM, 6 PO, 3 PS,

Report Draft 1 PM, 3 PO, 4 illust

PM = Project Manager

PO = Project Officer

PS = Project Supervisor

Illust = Illustrator
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